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INTRODUCTION 
There has been an extensive development in recent years of 
interpolation theory for linear operators between Banach spaces. 
A corresponding development of interpolation theorems for certain 
classes of nonlinear operators, sublinear, quasilinear, or Lipschitzian, 
is much less well-known but has been emphasized in the recent paper 
of Lorentz and Shimogaki [Z7]. R esults are given there for Lipschitzian 
operators in Lorentz spaces with references to earlier results for 
Lipschitzian operators in Orlicz spaces due to Orlicz [22], for 
Lipschitzian operators in Lorentz spaces in which L” is dense, due to 
Mitjagin [20], and for quasilinear operators in general Lorentz spaces 
by Calderon [??I. 
It is our object in the present paper to study the general question of 
when a linear interpolation theory can be made to yield a 
corresponding theory of Lipschitzian operators. We also point out 
some interesting applications of the nonlinear interpolation theory for 
fixed point theorems for nonexpansive mappings in Banach spaces 
and for the existence of solutions of nonlinear equations of evolution 
in Hilbert spaces and Banach spaces. 
Our general context is the following: We are given a triple of 
Banach spaces (X, X1, X,), each contained (with a continuous 
injection map) in some given separated topological vector space E, 
with X0 = X n X, n X, dense in each of the spaces. We say that 
such a triple forms a linear interpolation system for self-mappings if for 
each linear mapping L of X,, into X,, such that 
we have 
IIJWIX, G ~llullx,~ (j= l,2;uEXo), (1) 
IILU IIX G M II 11 IIX ? (u E X0)- (2) 
390 
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We are interested in finding conditions on such linear inter- 
polation systems such that for each nonlinear mapping T : X, -+ X0 
with 
II Tu - TV (lx, < M II ZJ - v I/x, 3 (.i = 1,2; 4 w E xl), (3) 
it follows that: 
THEOREM 1. Let (X, X, , X,) be a linear interpolation system of 
Banach spaces as described above which satisfies the two following 
conditions: 
(a) If {u,> is a sequence in X0 which converges in both the X,-norm 
and the X,-norm to an element u of X,, and if for all n, II u, IIx < R, then 
II u Ilx G R. 
(b) There exists a directed set {F=} of Jinite dimensional subspaces 
of X0 and a corresponding set {Pa} f I 0 inear projection mapping of X0 on 
F, such that for all u in X,, , 
II P& IIX, < II 24 Ilx, 3 (i = I,% (5) 
and such that the union of the Fk is dense in the sum of the three norms on 
X0 , i.e. each element u of X0 is the limit of a sequence (un) from the 
union which coverges simultaneously in the X, , X2 , and X norms. 
Then each mapping T (not necessarily linear) of X,, into X0 which is 
Lipschitzian with constant M with respect to both the X,-norm and 
X,-norm is also Lipschitzian with constant M with respect to the X-norm 
(i.e. the inequality system (3) implies the inequality (4) above). 
The condition (a) of the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is relatively trivial 
and is satisfied for example if X is reflexive. The hypothesis (b) is in 
principle more restrictive and is an extension to the pair of Banach 
spaces (XI , X,) of the so-called (T)~ property for a single Banach 
space which has been applied in a number of recent studies of existence 
and approximation problems for solutions of nonlinear functional 
equations in Banach spaces (e.g. Browder [5J, [6], Browder- 
De Figueiredo [7], De Figueiredo [9], Petryshyn [22], [23]). The (r)r 
property has been studied from the point of view of Banach space 
theory in general by Michael and Pelcynski [29]. We show below that 
condition (b) is satisfied in the case of the Lorentz spaces treated in 
Lorentz-Shimogaki [17] and a foriori for LP spaces and Orlicz spaces 
defined for a a-finite measure. 
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A simple case in which the hypotheses of Theorem 1 can be verified 
by a direct argument is embodied in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Let(X,H,,H,)b e a linear interpolation system which 
consists of two Hilbert spaces HI and H, and a reflexive Banach space X 
such that HI C X C HZ in the sense that the injection mappings are 
continuous with dense image and the injection mapping of HI into HZ is 
compact. Let U be a mapping of H, into HZ which is non-expansive in H, , 
carries HI into H, , and is non-expansive in the HI norm. 
Then U maps X into X and is non-expansive in the X-norm. 
We recall that a mapping U of a Banach space is said to be non- 
expansive if it satisfies a Lipschitz condition with constant 1. 
We consider several applications of the preceding results, the first 
of which is to fixed point theorems for non-expansive mappings. 
THEOREM 3. Let (X, X, , X,) b e a linear interpolation system of 
Banach spaces satisfying the hypotheses (a) and (b) of Theorem I. Suppose 
that X is uniformly convex and that C is a bounded closed convex subset 
of X. Suppose that Cr is a mapping of X into X which carries 
X n X, n X, into itself and maps the boundary of C in X into C. 
Suppose further that U is non-expansizje on X n X, n X2 with respect 
to both the XI norm and the X,-norm. 
Then U has a fixed point in C. 
COROLLARY. The conditions of Theorem 3 hold when XI = L+), 
X, = L”(p), and X = L+), 1 < p < a, for a o-Jinite measure II. 
A second type of application arises in the context of the study of 
initial value problems for nonlinear equations of evolution. Lions [15] 
has recently given several examples of concrete initial value problems 
for partial differential equations which can be put in the form 
du 
z= --AM 
and which are solvable in each of two Hilbert spaces, one containing 
the other. A natural question concerns the possibility in general of 
treating initial value problems in Hilbert spaces intermediate between 
two given ones. 
THEOREM 4. Let (H, HI , Hz) be a linear interpolation system of 
three Hilbert spaces with HI C H C H, in the sense of having continuous 
injections with dense image and with the injection mapping of HI into H, 
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compact. Let A be a monotone mapping (not necessarily linear) with dense 
domain D(A) in H2 and range in H, and such that R(A + I) = H, . 
Let A, and A,, be the restrictions of A to H, and H respectively, in the 
sense that 
D&4,) = {u 1 u E I& n D(A), Au E H,}, 
D(A,) = {v 1 v E H A D(A), Au E H}, 
and A, and A, are the operators in HI and H, respectively, obtained by 
restricting A to the respective domains. 
Suppose that A, is a monotone operator in H1 and that 
R(A, + I) = H1 . 
Then: 
(a) A,, is a monotone operator in H with R(A, + I) = H. 
(b) A is the infinitesimal generator of a semigroup {U(t), t 2 0} of 
non-expansive mappings of H, . A,, is the in.nitesimal generator of a 
semigroup {V(t), t > O> f o non-expansive mappings of H. U(t) maps H 
into H for all t 3 0, and V(t) is the restriction of U(t) to H. 
Remark 1. The condition that an operator A with domain in a 
Hilbert space H and range in H be monotone and R(A + I) = H is 
equivalent to the condition that A be maximal monotone in H. 
Remark 2. Theorem 4 has a direct generalization which we shall 
not treat here explicitly to the case of accretive operators in Banach 
spaces rather than monotone operators in Hilbert spaces. 
Section 1 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. In Section 2, we 
discuss the problem of verifying hypothesis (b) of Theorem 1 and 
give the proof of Theorem 2. Section 3 contains a brief discussion of 
fixed point theorems for non-expansive operators in Banach spaces and 
the proof of Theorem 3. Section 4 gives the proof of Theorem 4 and 
discuss the interrelations of nonlinear interpolation and nonlinear 
semigroups of non-expansive mappings. 
SECTION 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. We begin with the remark that it suffices to 
prove the inequality: 
II Tu - TV Ilx < Ml u - v Ilx (4) 
merely for all u and v in the subset X,,, = (Ja F, of X,, . Indeed, 
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suppose that (4) held for all such u and z’. If u and ZI were arbitrary 
elements of X,, , we could find sequences (un} and (vJ in X,,,, which 
converged to u and z’ in the sum of the X, X, , and X2 norms. Since 
the inequality 
Vu--41x, <~I/u-W/I,, (j= L2), 
holds for all u and v in X,, , it follows that Tu, converges to Tu, TV, 
converges to TV in both the Xi and X2 norms. Hence Tu, - TV, 
converges to Tu - TV in both X1 and X2 norms while for each n, 
II Tun - TV, Ilx d MII u, - v, Ilx . 
Since 11 u, - v, [Ix --t I/ u - v /Ix as n -+ 00, it follows from hypothesis 
(a) of Theorem 1 that 
/I Tu - TV /Ix < Jfll u - 21 Ilx 
for the given arbitrary elements u and v of X,, . 
Let u and v be two elements of X,,, . Each lies in one of the subspaces 
F, and since the (FJ form a directed set under inclusion, it follows 
that u and v lies in a common F, . We shall fix such an (Y, and assume 
through the rest of the proof that we are concerned only with elements 
of the given F, . Let n be the dimension of F, . 
Let (b be a nonnegative real-valued testing function on F, , i.e. cj is 
infinitely differentiable and has compact support in F, with 
J-+(x) dx = 1. (Th e integral refers to Lebesgue n-measure on F, .) 
For each E > 0, we form a new function fE on X0 by setting 
u ) , u E X0 , where g, is the function from F, to X0 given 
Since T is continuous in the Xi and X2 norms on X0 , g, is continuously 
differentiable from F, to X0 with respect to both norms for each fixed 
e > 0. Since Pm is continuous in both norms, it follows that fc is 
continuously differentiable from X,, to X0 with respect to both norms 
for each E > 0. 
For each u and v in X,, , we can therefore write 
j$> --L(v) = j)‘(v + +J - w>>b - 4 4 
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where 
We note that 
j-b + tY) -a4 = gc(Pax + tPaY) - gRol4 
=J {T(P,x + tPoy - z) - T(P,x - z)} l-“~(z/~) dz. F, 
Hence for j = I or 2, 
IIL(~ + ty) -fdx)iix, G j, II T(P,~ + tpny - 4 - T(P,~ - 41~, 
E-‘Q)(z/E) dz 
G t II Pay Ilx, M j &C+> dz d Aft IIY I/x, .
Therefore for each fixed x in X0 , the linear mapping y +fE’(x)[y] of 
X,, into X0 is bounded by M in both X, and X, norm on X,, . Since 
the triple (X, Xi , X,) is a linear interpolation system, it follows that 
II fc’b9[~lllx G M II Y /Ix 9 (X,YEX#J,E >O). 
By the equation (5) above, it follows immediately that 
IILW -fblIx < j1 IIL’(~ + tb - 4)b - vlllx dt G M II u - ~1 l/x. 
0 (6) 
For u and v in F, , however, fJu) = gs(u) and fE(v) = g.(v). Since T 
is continuous on F, in the X1 and X, norms, it follows by standard 
arguments that as E + 0, gG(u) converges to T(u) in the X, and 
X, norms and similarlyg,(v) converges to T(v) in the X, and X, norms. 
It follows that g,(u) - gc( v converges to Tu - TV in both X1 and X, ) 
norms while 
II a(4 - g,Wlx G M!I u - ‘u I/x 3 z > 0. 
Applying the hypothesis (a) of Theorem 1, it follows that 
II Tu - TV Ilx < M II ~4 - ‘u Ilx . Q.E.D. 
Remark. The hypothesis (a) of Theorem 1 is automatically 
satisfied if X is reflexive. Indeed suppose u, -+ u in X, and X, norms 
and II U, Ijx < R. Choosing a weakly convergent subsequence, we may 
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assume the original sequence u, converges to some element z’ of X 
weakly in X. However, X, AYI , and X2 are all assumed to be imbedded 
continuously in some separated topological vector space E so that 
weak limits of sequences in X and strong limits in X, must be the same 
element of E. Hence u = TJ, and since 
II v llx G lim 11 u, Jlx < R, 
it follows that 11 u /Ix < R. 
SECTION 2 
We now turn to the problem of verifying the condition (b) of the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1 for various specific classes of pairs of Banach 
spaces X, and Xa . 
The first and simplest general hypothesis under which condition (b) 
can be varified occurs in the class of the Banach function spaces 
studied by Ellis-Halperin [IO], Lorentz [16], and Luxemburg [18]. 
If S is a measure space with a a-finite measure p, a Banach space of 
p-measurabl f e unctions on S is said to be a Banach function space if X 
satisjies the following conditions: 
(1) Igl < If/,f~~~~ply~~~~g~~~~~I/gII -4lflL 
(2) 0 Gfn tf, ( n - a) for f E X imply that supn II f, I/ = (If II. 
For any such function f, the distribution function p, is a nonnegative 
valued function on the half-line defined by 
P,(y) = mea+ I.r E S, I f(x)1 3 yl. 
Two functions f and g are said to be equimeasurable if they have the 
same distribution function. The norm on the Banach function space X 
is said to be rearrangement-invariant if two equimeasurable functions 
f and g always have the same norm, i.e. 11 f jjx depends only on the 
distribution-function p, off. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let X,, be a rearrangement invariant Banach 
function space, and consider a Jinite farnib {S, ,..., S,} of pairwise 
disjoint measurable subsets of S, each with finite nonzero measure. 
Consider the leveling operator L dejined by 
(#s, = the characteristic function of the set Sj). 
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Then 11 L 11 < 1, where L is considered as a linear mappittg of X,, into 
itself. L is a projection mapping of X,, on the jinite dimensional subspace 
F which is the span of the function-s {&}. 
Proposition 1 is a consequence of the elementary remark (2.2), p. 34 
of Lorentz-Shimogaki [I7]. We remark that in the early paper of 
Ellis-Halperin [IO], the conclusion of Proposition 1 is taken as a basic 
defining property of a class of Banach function spaces and termed the 
“levelling length function property”. (See also the recent note of iV. 
Gretsky [I21 who terms this property, Property (J).) 
For triples of Banach function spaces (X, X, , X,) in which the L” 
functions are dense, Proposition 1 provides an immediate affirmative 
answer to the problem of verifying condition (b) if for each measurable 
subset S, of finite nonnull measure, its characteristic function #s, lies 
in all three spaces and hence in their intersection. The subspaces F, 
consists in this case of subspaces spanned by a finite number of $s, and 
the projections P, are the corresponding leveling operators which 
are norm non-increasing in all three spaces by Proposition 1. 
These conclusions hold in particular for all LP spaces on Rn with 
respect to weight functions. Since the hypothesis (b) is preserved 
under isometric isomorphisms of all three spaces which preserve their 
intersection, it follows that condition (b) holds for the class of Banach 
spaces which are the images of Lp spaces on Rn with respect to 
polynomial weight functions, and hence for triples (X, XI , X,) where 
each spaces of the triple is a Sobolev space on Rn of the form 
W*p(R”) = (--A + 1)-s/2 (D(Rn)). We can draw from this the 
following sharper conclusion: 
PROPOSITION 2. The conclusion of Theorem 1 hold for the triple of 
spaces (X, XI , X2) whenever this triple is a linear interpolation system 
and each of the spaces is of the form @lp( G) for a given open subset G of 
Rn. In particular, they hold for X = i@“(G), X, = pl,P(G), 
X2 = i@p,p(G) with s1 < s < s2 . 
We denote here by PIP(G) for general s, the quotient space of 
WS*P(Rn) by the closed subspace of functions f having supports in 
Rn - G. The proof of Proposition 2 follows by composing a given 
nonlinear mapping T with the restriction mapping R carrying 
Ws*p( Rn) onto ws,P( G). 
The most useful concrete result which we have in the direction of 
applying Theorem 1 under specific hypothesis is the following (upon 
which the proof of Theorem 2 is based): 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let HI C H C H, , where HI and Hz are Hilbert 
spaces, X is a rejkxive Banach space, the injections are continuous and 
have dense image, and the injection mapping of HI into H2 is compact. 
Then the conditions (a) and (b) of the hypothesis of Theorem 1 hold for 
this triple. 
Proof of Proposition 3. Since the intersection of the three spaces 
is the first space HI, it suffices to find a directed set of finite 
dimensional subspaces of H, whose union is dense in H, and for each 
of which we have a projection P of HI on the given subspace F which 
has norm 1 both with respect to the HI norm and the H2 norm. 
Since the injection mapping of HI into H, is compact, we may define 
a compact self-adjoint self-mapping L on HI such that for all ZJ and v 
OfH,, 
(u, WHl = (u, &, - 
We note that (Lu, u)~~ > 0 for u nonzero, so that there exists a 
complete orthonormal family of eigenfunctions {+i} of L in HI with 
eigenvalues Aj > 0. This family is automatically countable, so we can 
define an increasing sequence of finite dimensional subspaces {F,} of 
HI by letting F, be the span of the first n eigenfunctions. The union 
of the F, is dense in H, . 
We define the corresponding projection mapping PV, of HI on F, 
as the orthogonal projection in HI . It is obvious that the norm of P, 
in H, equals 1, and 
Pnf = f (foALI * 
J=l 
We need only verify that the norm of each P, in H, also equals 1. 
However 
Thus 
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They I/J~ are an orthonormal sequence in H, and 
Hence 
Proof of Theorem 2. By Proposition 3, the conditions of Theorem 1 
hold and since a mapping U is non-expansive if and only if its satisfies 
a Lipschitz condition with constant I, the conclusion of Theorem 2 
follows from Theorem 1. 
SECTION 3 
If X is a uniformly convex Banach space (or more generally, a 
Banach space with normal structure in the sense of Brodski and 
Milman), it was proved in 1965 independently by Browder [I], Kirk 
[Z3], and Gohde [ZZ] that if C is a closed bounded convex subset of 
X and U is a nonexpansive self-mapping of C, then U has a fixed 
point in C. It was shown in Browder [2] and [3] that if U merely 
carries the boundary of C into C, then U has a fixed point in C. 
Proof of Theorem 3. By hypothesis, U is a non-expansive mapping 
with respect to the X1 and X, norms. By Theorem 1, U is non- 
expansive in the X-norm. Since U maps the boundary of C into C and 
X is uniformly convex, it follows from the theorem referred to above 
that U has a fixed point in C. Q.E.D. 
The Corollary follows from the remarks of Section 2 and the 
fact that (Lp, L1, L”) is a linear interpolation triple, or directly from 
Theorem A of Lorentz-Shimogaki [17]. 
Remark. Generalizations of the results of the present paper can be 
established (at some cost in technical detail) in which the mappings 
T or U whose Lipschitzian character is being considered are no longer 
defined on the whole space X0 but merely on a convex subset of X,, . 
From results of this type, (which we shall not expound here in their 
detailed form), one can obtain sharpenings of Theorem 3 in which it 
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is no longer necessary to assume that U is defined or nonexpansive 
outside of the convex set C. 
SECTION 4 
Proof of Theorem 4. If His a Hilbert space, A a (possibly) nonlinear 
operator with domain D(A) in H and values in H, we recall that A is 
said to be monotone in H if for all u and v of D(A), 
(Au - ,4v, .u - v) > 0. (7) 
The identity mapping is obviously monotone, and the set of operators 
A satisfying the inequality (7) is obviously convex among the operators 
having a given domain. In particular, for each A > 0, A, = AA + I 
is monotone, and indeeds satisfies the stronger inequality: 
(A,u - A,v, u - v) = h(Au - Av, u - v) + (( u - v [I2 3 [I u - v f. (8) 
Hence 
i.e. 
II u - v II2 < II -0 - A,v II * II u - v II , 
II A,u - A,v II 3 II u - v II , (u, v E W)). (9) 
On the other hand, if for given mapping A of D(A) in H into H, the 
inequality (9) is satisfied for all A > 0, then we have: 
/I u - v )I2 < 1) A,+ - A,v II2 = I( u - v iI2 + 2h(Au - Av, u - v) 
+ A2 1) Au - Av II2 
for all u and v in D(A), i.e. 
(Au - Av, u - v) > $11 Au - Av )12, x > 0. 
Letting h -+ 0, we see that A is monotone if and only if the inequality 
(9) holds for all h > 0 and all zl and ZJ in D(A). 
By hypothesis, the given operator A is monotone in H, and 
R(A + I) is all of H2 . Furthermore, A, the restriction of A to an 
operator acting in HI is also monotone in HI , and R(A, + I) = HI . 
Since A + I is injective, it follows that (A + 1)-l carries HI into HI 
and coincides on HI with (A, + 1)-l. Applying Theorem 2 to the 
non-expansive mapping (A + 1)-l of H, into H, which is also 
non-expansive from HI to HI , it follows that (A + 1)-l carries H into 
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H and is non-expansive in the norm of H. Hence (A, + 1)-l coincides 
with the restriction of (A + I)-’ to Ho and is a non-expansive self- 
mapping of H,, . 
We now remark that if A is a monotone mapping from D(A) in H to 
H such that R(A + I) = H, then for each h > 0, R(A$ = Hand A;l 
is a non-expansive mapping of H into itself. It suffices to show that 
R(A,) = H for all h > 0. Suppose this is true for a given value of A, 
and consider another parameter value 5 > 0. To solve the equation 
Ap = y for a given y in H, we may introduce u = A,‘x. To find u 
such that Au + 5% = c-iy, the corresponding x must satisfy the 
condition: 
We note that 
AA,‘x + A-lA,lx = h-lx 
and hence the equation (10) becomes 
h-lx + g-1 - x-1) A;?% = Fly, 
or multiplying by h, 
(11) 
x + (At-l - 1) A,‘% = h.$-iy. (12) 
The equation (12) is solvable whenever the operator acting on x in 
the second term on the left has Lipschitz constant less than 1, or since 
A;l is non-expansive, whenever 1 X(-l - 1 1 < 1. This is true 
precisely when 5 > h/2. On the other hand, the assertion is true for 
h = 1. Hence it is true for h > l/2, and by iteration for h > 2-r for 
each integer T. Finally, it is true for all h > 0. 
Applying the conclusion of the last paragraph to A, and (A,)n for 
a given h > 0 and noting that hA and hA, are both monotone operators, 
it follows as in the preceding argument for A and A, that (hA + Q-1 
carries H into H and coincides with (AA, + 1)-l. Moreover, it is 
non-expansive in the H-norm of H. Hence (AA,, + I)-1 exists for all 
h > 0 as a non-expansive self-mapping of H. Hence A,, is a monotone 
mapping from D(A,) in H with values in H. 
By hypothesis D(A) is dense in H, . Since (A + 1)-l maps H, on 
a dense subset of H, , D(A,) is dense in HI . Since HI is dense in H 
in the H-norm and since (A, + 1)-l carries HI continuously into 
HI n @A,), it follows that D(A,) is dense in H. 
We now apply a theorem of Komura [14] which asserts that a 
densely defined monotone mapping A for which R(A + I) = H in 
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a Hilbert space H is the negative of the infinitesimal generator 
of a one-parameter semigroup of non-expansive operators in H. 
Thus we obtain semigroups U(t), V(t), W(t) in H,, H, and HI, 
respectively, with infinitesimal generators (--A), (--A,), and (--A,) 
respectively. For each u in D(A,), u(t) = V(t) u is a solution of the 
differential equation 
2 (t) = -i&u(t), t>O 
with initial value U. Since A, is a restriction of A, it follows that 
u(t) = U(t) u, i.e. U(t) u = V(t) u on a dense subset of H. By 
continuity of both U(t) and V(t) for t fixed, it follows that 
U(t) u = V(t) f u or all u in H, i.e. U(t) maps H into H and its 
restriction to H coincides with V(t). Q.E.D. 
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